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Podcast Growth Playbook

� I'm Mark, I run Podcode.tv. Here's the checklist I use when working with podcasters to help them 
stay on the road to greater listener retention and further acquisition. This PDF has lots of links and 
embedded resources you can click, so it'll work better on-screen than printed.

Consistency and quality
The first place to start is to make sure you're producing quality output, which starts with an honest appraisal of 
your work. If you can find someone you trust to give you honest, maybe even blunt feedback, this will help. It 
might not feel good initially, but it will help.

💡 Ask a busy friend who likes and supports you, but doesn't already listen to your podcast, to give an 
episode a try. As a busy person, they're more likely to want you to get to the point as quickly as 
possible, and as a supporter they're on your side so they want you to succeed.

Consistency is not just about putting out episodes regularly, when you say you're going to. It's also about 
maintaining a quality level that means if someone were to do a random spot-check of your episodes, they'd 
come away hearing something good.

Every episode is potentially someone's first listen, so ask yourself if you're making them feel welcome. In-
jokes and shared bits can bring an audience together; just try not to rely too heavily on them, or exclude 
newcomers.

Check your feed (before you wreck your feed)
There are so many apps and directories that can consume your podcast, and they all work slightly differently. 
Take some time to check your latest episodes are appearing in all the apps you know your listeners use (your 
podcast hosting provider can show you that list).
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⚡ Check if your latest episode is missing in Apple Podcasts

You should also regularly run your feed through the Cast Feed Validator, to see if anything scary comes up, 
that might prevent your podcast from appearing where it should. Apple Podcasts is quite finicky about 
podcast artwork, for example – most of us know about the dimension restrictions, but did you also know that 
artwork should be under 500kb in size?

Cast Feed Validator

There are lots of podcast directories trying to read your RSS feed - not just Apple 
Podcasts. Just like your website needs to be browser compatible, your podcast feed needs 
to be compatible with services that read podcast RSS feeds. Most podcast feed-readers 

https://castfeedvalidator.com

Speaking of artwork
It's not a bad idea every now and again to update your artwork. Maybe refresh it with a new season, or if it's 
looking stale after 12+ months.

Tools like Canva can help you put together app-compliant podcast artwork that looks great, following a 
template. If you don't have design chops, use 99designs or Fiverr to find someone whose work you like, who'll 
put together some custom art for you.

� I design a lot of artwork for podcasts I develop, but I've often benefited from getting outside counsel 
on creating a new visual brand. Some of my favourite visual brands for products I've built or worked 
on has come from the gig economy.

How to make great podcast artwork, that pops! | 18Sixty

Think of your podcast artwork as your book on the shelf (when we still had bookshops) or 
your album sleeve on display (when we still had record stores). Your podcast artwork 
should grab attention, stand out from the crowd, make your listener think ' hey that podcast 

https://18sixty.uk/2021/06/18/how-to-make-great-podcast-artwork-that-pops/

Review your searchability
Do you know what happens when you type key words and phrases related to your podcast topic into apps like 
Apple Podcasts, Spotify, Amazon Music and the like? You might be surprised that many apps don't search 
your episode descriptions or even titles, so consider whether it's worth adding some more descriptive info to 
your show name (but take care not to stuff it with keywords).

https://podcode.tv/tools/mia/
https://castfeedvalidator.com/
https://canva.com/
https://99designs.com/
https://fiverr.com/
https://18sixty.uk/2021/06/18/how-to-make-great-podcast-artwork-that-pops/
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How people find your podcast in apps - who indexes what?

· By · Contributor: · 10.5 minutes to read Podcast metadata spans the spectrum from the 
minimal and functional to the obscure and mysterious to the highly-optimised and keyword-
stuffed. For some, a title can be another form of creative expression, whereas for many - 

https://podnews.net/article/who-indexes-what

Also bear in mind that Apple Podcasts only shows about a sentence and a half of your description, so if 
you've already got the host's name listed in the Author tag, you're wasting valuable characters with an intro 
like "The Sci-Fi Review is a weekly podcast by Jo and Alex, in which we review sci-fi films".

If people can't find your podcast, they can't listen to it - Amplifi Media

No doubt, in-app search is critical, but findability extends beyond apps. It is the sum of all 
parts in-app and everywhere, like Google. The right SEO keywords, a difficult to duplicate, 
uncommon title can boost findability significantly. Even internet basics can help. I went to 

https://www.amplifimedia.com/blogstein/if-people-cant-find-your-podcast-they-cant-liste
n-to-it

Podr

I ran this tool against two feeds: a hobby one, and a show I produce for a client. 
Straightaway it demonstrated the fundamental work both of us need to do on our 
respective podcasts' SEO, if we want casual listeners to find us based on their interests.

https://podcode.tv/lists/apps-services/podr/

Your first 30 seconds
Along with Apple changing its verbiage from "Subscribe" to "Follow", they also changed the action they want 
listeners to take, which is to play the latest episode. Subscribing to a podcast used to be the primary action, 
but now it's all about those first few seconds. Are you using that time wisely to entice you listeners in, or are 
you running the same prefab intro, or worse, a pre-roll ad?

💡 Write, record, or edit in (using audio from later in the episode) a cold open that runs before any 
regular content, to whet the listener's appetite.

Know your listener
Build a listener avatar: someone who represents your ideal listener. Give them a name, a face, clothing... get 
to know them as well as you'd know a good friend. Think about where they hang out, what other podcasts 
they listen to, what newsletters they read, what Patreons they're supporting... this is all useful stuff you can 
use to find new people like your ideal listener.

If you don't know who your ideal listener is, go back to basics on the purpose of your podcast. What is your 
message, and who needs to hear it?

https://podnews.net/article/who-indexes-what
https://www.amplifimedia.com/blogstein/if-people-cant-find-your-podcast-they-cant-listen-to-it
https://podcode.tv/lists/apps-services/podr/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cold_open
https://podcastpontifications.com/episode/confronting-your-podcasts-avatar-from-the-inside
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How To Field Your Own Listener Survey

LOTS to talk about today--you may even want to bookmark this one. At the end of last 
year, I published the first part of this series, which talked about making a listener survey 
valuable to your audience. Last week, I wrote about the dangers of relying only on listener 

https://tomwebster.media/archive/how-to-run-your-own-listener-survey/

The Best Investments Entrepreneurs Can Make for Their Podcast

Schedule a FREE one-on-one session with one of our Franchise Advisors today and we'll 
help you start building your franchise organization. Opinions expressed by Entrepreneur 
contributors are their own. One of your most important investments as a podcaster is 

https://www.entrepreneur.com/article/374431

Be clear in your calls-to-action
If you want listeners to "rate and review" your podcast, make sure you know what that means, and you 
communicate it to your listener. For example, don't just say "rate and review us": take 30 seconds to walk the 
listener through what they need to do, and why it helps.

🐘 Remember, ratings and reviews don't make your podcast more visible in apps, and it doesn't bump 
you up the charts. They're good social proof and prospective listeners like to see them, but they 
don't move the needle in any algorithm.

Any time there's clear action you want a listener to take, be explicit, take the time to ask, explain how it helps 
you, the podcast, or the listener, and don't apologise for it. You're providing value to your listener, so it's 
reasonable to ask for something in return, especially if it'll help bring more listeners into the podcast, which 
means a greater level of investment by you, and ultimately a better time for everyone!

How to create a compelling call to action in your podcast episodes

· By · 4 minutes to read Podcasting is an engaging way to create on-demand content. 
Many podcasters struggle with making a clear "call to action" in their show notes, and the 
result is often low engagement or no engagement at all. What are some ways you can 

https://podnews.net/article/compelling-call-to-action

💡 Think of your podcast's early-stage growth like a Kickstarter campaign. Set milestones and stretch 
goals you can reach with your listeners' help. Let them be part of your success, and keep them up-
to-date when you reach a new milestone (be it in download numbers, Instagram followers, or 
newsletter subscribers).

Write a compelling title

https://tomwebster.media/archive/how-to-run-your-own-listener-survey/
https://www.entrepreneur.com/article/374431
https://podnews.net/article/compelling-call-to-action
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However you hope to hook new listeners in, a good title is key. Even if listeners are already subscribed, that 
doesn't mean they'll listen to every episode, even if they've downloaded it.

Don't waste characters with the name of the podcast or "Episode x" at the beginning. Hook the subscriber, the 
potential listener, the website visitor, or the Google user straight away with something that asks a question 
your episode will answer, sets up tension you can release during the show, elicits an emotional response, or 
creates a sense of mystery.

Write Better Headlines: Headline Analyzer From CoSchedule - @CoSchedule

The Headline Analyzer that will score your overall headline quality and rate its ability to 
result in social shares, increased traffic, and SEO value.

https://coschedule.com/headline-analyzer

Episode Titles: Get Your Audience to Click Play

You've recorded your best episode ever. You produced an amazing interview with timely 
and funny commentary. Your audience wants this information. But you named it My 
Podcast, Episode 47. Will that episode title get your audience hit the play button? Our 

https://blubrry.com/podcast-insider/2021/08/02/episode-titles-get-your-audience-to-click
-play/

Guest on other podcasts
Finding podcasts whose audiences share an overlap with yours – even a little – and applying to be a guest is, 
along with cross-promotions, one of the best ways to attract new listeners, because you don't have to 
convince them to listen to podcasts since they're already podcast listeners; you just have to entice them to 
add yours to their rotation.

Services like Matchmaker.fm and Podcast Guests can be helpful in automating some of the process, but 
those databases don't get cleaned out all that often so it's common for them to be populated with dead 
shows. Plus, there's nothing like the manual, bespoke approach.

⚡ List out other podcasts in your niche, or where there might be an overlap in interests. Visit each 
podcast's website and look for contact information. Reach out with a short but polite email that 
shows you respect their time.

� If you're not proud of your download numbers, don't feel you have to share that info. I've never 
cared how many listeners a show gets when I've been asked, and of the dozens of people I've 
asked to guest on my podcasts, no-one has ever asked about my numbers or rejected me because 
they were too low. Also, I'll totally be on your podcast.

Collaborate and cross-promote
Similar to finding shows you can guest on, think about which shows you can collaborate with, either on a feed 
drop – where you drop an episode of their podcast into your feed, and vice-versa – or on an episode you 

https://coschedule.com/headline-analyzer
https://blubrry.com/podcast-insider/2021/08/02/episode-titles-get-your-audience-to-click-play/
https://matchmaker.fm/
https://www.podcastguests.com/
mailto:mark@origin.fm
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produce together.

Some of the biggest names in podcasting do this, and it works.

Tink*

Podcast discoverability is a myth. The problem is in audience discovery. Tink offers out-of-
the-box marketing and PR solutions for your podcast that can help expand your audience 
and grow your numbers. Tink offers a complete menu of customized and strategic publicity, 

https://tinkmedia.co

Spruce up your podcast website
If you haven't spent time picking out colours or fonts, or writing copy, or thinking about which menu items to 
add or which apps to link to, you probably don't have a podcast website, and in most cases, the site that 
comes with your podcast host doesn't count.

If you're reaching a plateaux in your growth or you think there's still untapped potential, Google your podcast 
name and your topic. If your podcast website isn't the first result in Google for the name of your podcast, it's 
probably time to invest in a PodPage, WordPress, Wix, Squarespace or – if you're feeling brave – Webflow 
website.

Owning your own website, where each episode has its own home on the web – meaning each episode has its 
own unique webpage showing the player and show notes with links and images – is the best way to preserve 
your work and make it easier to find. Make sure you link your website in your show notes so that Google can 
see it.

Build a beautiful podcast website in 5 minutes | Podpage

Automatically create a beautiful, listener-friendly podcast site from your RSS feed. 
Customize the design to create a professional look you'll be proud of in a few clicks. No 
coding or technical knowledge necessary. Preview your website for free → No signup or 

https://www.podpage.com

"Everywhere you get your podcasts"
Are you sure you're "everywhere?" In the future, this may include YouTube, but since it's quite time-
consuming to convert audio to video and upload it to YouTube, let's just stick to podcast directories. Search 
for your show on podnews.net, and it'll show you in which apps and directories your podcast can be found.

The 13 directories to submit to in 2021

Breaker is a popular app for listening to and sharing podcasts. Users can like, comment, 
and share episodes, and create playlists. In early 2021, Twitter acquired the Breaker 
founding team, who are now working on audio within the social media platform. The 

https://podcode.tv/lists/directories/

Get a custom pod.link address

https://tinkmedia.co/
https://www.podpage.com/
https://podnews.net/
https://podcode.tv/lists/directories/
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The pod.link service is a free and simple way to generate a webpage whose address is easy to remember, 
and that has buttons to subscribe to your show in major podcast platforms.

You can reserve your own address, then generate a QR code and print it on a business card or leaflet, or just 
say it aloud on your show, to encourage newcomers who are listening on the web, to follow your show so they 
don't miss an episode.

� There are a few services like this, and your hosting provider may have their own, but pod.link is, I 
think, the simplest and most memorable. And as long as your show is listed in Apple Podcasts, it 
works regardless of where you host.

pod.link | Share a Podcast

Share a Podcast

https://pod.link

Be part of the indie podcast space
There are some great events and opportunities to collaborate on social media and IRL, that benefit the 
podcast landscape. The more you help and honestly, generously collaborate with others, the more 
opportunities you have for people to check out your work.

 Pitch a list to the Earbuds Podcast Collective

 Attend a Podcast Brunch Club meetup, or start your own chapter

 Review other podcasts on #PodRevDay

 Subscribe to newsletters

Some other useful resources

9 ways to use ad breaks if you don't yet carry ads

As podcasting continues to expand outwards to more and more first-time listeners whose 
first listen will probably be to an established, funded show, the expectation that podcasts 
are supported by some form of commercial message will pervade.

https://podcode.tv/9-ad-breaks/

Podcast Audiograms: How to Drive More Traffic to Your Show

Are you wondering whether to promote a podcast with Audiograms? Looking for more 
advice on how to do it? Sharing your episodes is a key part of podcast promotion. But in 
order to drive traffic from social media to your show, you need to post highly engaging 

https://castos.com/podcast-audiograms/

https://www.qrcode-monkey.com/
https://pod.link/
https://www.earbudspodcastcollective.org/
https://podcastbrunchclub.com/
https://www.stephfuccio.com/podrevday
https://podcode.tv/lists/newsletters/
https://podcode.tv/9-ad-breaks/
https://castos.com/podcast-audiograms/
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ThatPart

This is a really neat idea. I tried it with Castro using an episode of Connected, and 
Overcast where I'd been listening to Wine Dine and Storytime. It didn't work with the Castro 
app, but worked a treat with Overcast. I reported the issue with Castro back to the 

https://podcode.tv/lists/apps-services/thatpart/

Podcast - S5 E9 Want More Podcast Listeners? Forget Marketing Shortcuts - SoundCartel

Fast, wiz-bang marketing strategies often look great, but to really grow a podcast audience, slow and 
steady wins the race. Jeremy Enns, CEO of Counterweight

https://soundcartel.com.au/podcast/s5-e9-want-more-podcast-listeners-forget-marketing-shortcuts/

Lastly, join Podcode+
Podcode+ is a place where you can pick up new podcasting skills, network with other podcasters, ask 
questions of me and other members at any time, and join us for regular coaching calls.

Podcode+

Podcode+ is a collective of podcasters who, like you, want help and advice from people 
they can trust, who know that showing up with generosity is the key to a successful, 
fulfilling podcast.

https://podcode.tv/plus/

https://podcode.tv/lists/apps-services/thatpart/
https://soundcartel.com.au/podcast/s5-e9-want-more-podcast-listeners-forget-marketing-shortcuts/
https://podcode.tv/plus/
https://podcode.tv/plus/

